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DR. E. B. TAYLOR,
Dentist.
Mason Bloék,
Kennebunk.
Telephone.
Office Hours—8 a. m. to 5 p. m. r
Saturday, close at 12 m. *

I. R. HAMILTON, D. O.,
Expert Eye Refrac t ion is t,
Leavitt’s Block,
Sanford.
Mason Block,
Kennebunk.
Telephone.
Office Hours—Tuesdays 9.a, m to 6
p. m.
Examinations Free.

THE SHIRT WAISTS

we are showing have no superior anywhe^q. tTheir dainty freshness, charm
ing designs and stylish cut recom
mend them to the woman of t^ste.
And the quality, taken in connec
tion with our price will prove that
„value is, (considered; here,.; The goods
F- M. DURGIN, are of high1 grade, the workmanship
RESIDENT OPTICIAN,
•excellent and the color fast.
P. 0. SQUARE,
Boots and Shoes for Outing.
Kennebunk,
Maine.
Office Hours :-^9 af m. to 8 p. m.
Geo. Bonser & Son,
Eyes Examined, FreeJewelry, Watches, Diamonds, Sta DEPARTMEMT MERCHANTS,
tionery.

Kennebunk, Kennebunkport.

F.W.NASON.

left behind, a Bible and a pack of
curds I remember were in one. A
Few of the visitors who come to walk over to the Port could sup
Kennebunk Beach and are enthu ply some deficiencies, and an im
siastic over its varied attractions, provised picnic with peanuts and
know it, as it was twenty or thirty other goodies on the way home, at
years ago. So it may be of interest what is how known as Mineral
to take a glance backward to these Springs, made the journey , seem
“good old times” before the tide of very much shorter.
travel set towards what. used to be Hay cart rides were of frequent
“Boothbay Beacfr’ and summer occurrence and the night was made
hideous with the tooting ofhorns,
hotels were unknown.
Old Neptune can always claim a arid the not always harmonious sing
host of lovers, and a day at the iug of college songs. I can remembey
beach held perhaps ( as, great a npw the mingling? of pleasure and
charm for the youngsters as it does pain that a qlosdly packed hayride
at the present time,* Thè 26th of Xnay give, when the delight of a
June wak said to be the time When bonfire on the beach was tempered
a dip in the salt water was favor by the thought that your neighbor
ably for the cure df diseases, arid on would1 probably sit on your aching
that day the country folks could be ■foot all the w'ay hrime,/
seen with wàgon loadsiof happy Another amusement was fishing
people wending their way to the off the rocks in rubber boots and a
shore, and taking their baths in all bathing, 'suit, when a slip bri the
manner of queer improvised bath weedy rocks had no terror as far as
ingsuite. more convenient than a wqtting was concerned, and .darn
beautiful.
ing on the flats was anothef recreri-

Sketch of Kennebunk Beach.

A. L. DOUGLASS, M. D.
(Homeopathist)
Kennebunk,
Maine.
Telephone 4-2,
Office Hours-11 to 12.30,2 to 3*7 to 8«

A. S. BICCAR, Jr.

Lunches served to order at Lowest
Possible Rates» Open Every Day
and Evening. Cigars, Tdbac^b and
Confectionery.
Near Western Division,
Kennebunk.
B. & M. Station,
Kennebunk.

FURNITURE

Mr- Charles Sache of Medford,
Bass Rock House:-?*
Mass., spent Sunday with his fam , Mr and Mrs A Suter, Mrs Daw
son and daughter, Montreal.
ily.
Flora Nuremburg, Boston, Mass.
If A Whist party was given at the
Laura Basch, Dorchester, Mass,
Wentworth House Monday1 night.
Fine prizes were awarded.
Recent arrivals at the Went
A Montreal woman, aged 80, worth are :—
L D Eldridge, Rochester, n|yS|
years, was seen among the bathers
Mr and Mrs Lozier, Cradett, N\J.
here one day last week.
Mr. Davis has rented his cottage H K Schmidt and wife, Hannaih
fartlie month of August to Mr. and Kate Schmidt, Worcester,
Mass.
Sampson of Troy, N Y.
A O Porter, Newton, Mass.
, Mr. Stevens and family of Mal I J Beckett, Mildred E Grover,
den, left the beach Wednesday and Elizabeth I) Robinson, Gladys
their cottage will be rented to Mr. Caldwell, Boston.
Rider.
E N Curtice, Rochester, ÎÎ Y. '
Alterations that add much to >' Marion Stimpson, Newton, Mass.
the appearance and convenience of Nelly Taylor, Chicago, Ill.
Ramanascho Hall have, been made . S A Lothrop ahd wife, Bostop.\
by the directors.
W A Montgomery and daughter,
Rev. Pleasant Hunter and fam C H Lizen, Chicago.
ily, wpo have the Wiggin cottage Récent ' arrivals at the Eagle
for the summer, returned Tuesday Rock are :—
night from a trip to Boston.
H P King, Portland.
The gayety season is fully
F E Holland, M B Green, Vera
launched—card ana dancing par Porrell, Kansas City.
ties áre among the favorite even C H Shapleigh, Léominster,
ing pastimes.
Mass. ;
Miss Emily Hildreth, who has NJ Worcester, N Y City.
been the guest of Miss Mary Hil Mabel Hilton, Boston.
dreth, left for her summed home in E C Kean and wifé, Charles
Kean, Clara Kean, Willie Kean»
Harvard, Mass., bn Monday.
Miss Martha Hartwell has been Wdodbury.
paying a visit to Mrs. E. M. Clarke, Miss Kobertson, Theo. W. Chase,
who with Miss E. A. Clarke is still; Mr^. J A Klein, Miss A Klein7, J F
occupying the cottage of R. W. Klein, Bethlehem,. Pa.
Mary M Thompson, Montreal.
Lór$.

Rev. Arthur Little of Peoria,
preached at Ramanascho Hall last
Sunday. Rev, Augustus M. Lord
C. H. COLE,
of Providence, R. I., will officiate
C. E. BEAL,
the second Sunday in August.
Fashionable Hair Dresser.
The guests at the Mineral Spring
LADIES’ PARLOR,
House thoroughly enjoy them
L. E, FLETCHER, Agent at
selves with whist, games, dancing
Children’s Hair Cutting a Specialty
Bass Rock, Kennebunk Beach.
and music. The house is well
71 Main Street, Kbnnebunk.
Cape Porpoise, Maine. ;
CpttageS were luxuriès of later tion that the young ladies do nqt filled.
.
Ladies’ and Gent’s
growth, but rough bathing houses know in these days.
A wedding will occur here about
Thé
old
fiddler,
Damon
Stévens,
were
erected
on
the
shore,
one.
for
Aug.
15. the Contracting parties be
Fashionable - ; - Tailaririff.
many years standing on The wà& one of the characters of those ing Mr. Willis Hodgkins of Somer
The Up to date
Finest Goods. Best Workmanship. Thompson lot, where Miss Mar-1 Mays, when dancing was in de-, ville and Miss Eva Ruggles of Mal
Lowest Prices.
garet Thompson’s pretty cottage is mand. I well remember onb dance den. This will be the second wed
Dry Goods Store.
now built. Thia was the great in the Ramsdell barn When the old ding ht the beach this season.
place for picnics, the generous gentlemap in the intensity of his The recent storm has caused such
Odd Fellows Block, Kennebunk, Me.
Pythian Block,
Kennebunk. hearted owner allowing people interest, tipped a little téo far back a heavy sea that rock# on Lord’s
from far and near to make usé of it and landed ignomoniously rin the Point have been very attractive to
Tor their merry makings. The floor. When the somewhat startled the numerous hotel guests who
Duck
Skirts
a
Specialty.
An aching tooth, A loose filling, A
glory of this was finally eclipsed lookers on rushed to the rescue, the gather there to have a good view
brokep plate or bridge is a
by a house put up by Mr. Hartley oldman only cried out “take my of old ocean in his angry mood.
i reminder that
Lord on what was then knôwn as fidpie, také my fiddle,” with utter
Dressmaker.
the “two acre tot/’ now Lord’s disregard of his own discomfort* The Hall cottage is now occupied
Pythian Block,
‘/Kenriebunk. 'Point. This boasted the high dis- I can imagine the aiumals chained by Mr. Samuel Perkins and family.
iinritibn of a cook house outside the in the stalls must have passed an 'Mr. Perkins is a resident of Jersey
KENNEBUNK - VILLAGE
one room building, and was con uncomfortable evening with their City but has travelled extensively
Does all kind of Work in the Den-,
sidered
quite an extravagance for a noisy visitors, especially as a vio and an evening passed in his com
tai line. Known to the summer tour-*
lent thunder shower added to the pany is not only pleasant but in
beach house.
ists for the past fourteen years.'
excitement. But the fun went on structive. He is one of those peo
The
itest
cottages
were
built
by
Office, Odd Fellow’s Block.
Mr. Edward Bourne, Mr. Daniel just,the same, and we groped our ple who keep their eyes and ears
Telephone in Office.
open aridcan give you any quantity
Kéffiicb, Mr. Hartley Lord, Mr- way down Ramsdell lane on our
>bf
valuable points in regard to the
Tibbetts, Mr. Robert Lord and return home in inky blackness ex
Professor Carr«; Nearly '-all these cept when a flash of lightning gave places he has yiffite'd.
Recent arrivals at the Mineral
K'enriebUnkport, Maine.
cottages have been remodelled, so up a glimpse of the path.
Spring House are:—
American and European Plan.
:
Dramatic
entertainments
were
that
they
have
but
little
resem

Nellie S. Harden, blance to those of the old days, in vogue also, Mr. Hartley Lord’s M Strasburger, Edgar StrasburA Specialty Made of Cater! ng for
28 MAIN STREET,
while around thôse have, sprung stable being the scene of some ex ger and 'Misses Eva and Bertha
Parties.
Kennebunk.,
Me. up so many fine looking new com ceedingly ambitious, efforts» ' en- Strasburger of New York.
A. E. BRECK, Proprietor,
du H Parker and wife, Winches
For First-class Photography -go.'to ers, ' that an ' old resident cotti in g couraged by a very patient and ap ter, Mass.
preciative audience. Ope of the
back
after
many
years
absence
Just remember that we are the only
J B apd J W Patrick, Montreal.
would hardly recognize the place. actors now owns' a cottage on
exclusive Gent’s Clothing, Hat and
Miss E C Green, Lowell, Mass.
J udge Bourne, the grandfather Lord’s Pb,irit, the scene of his,early
Furnishing Goods Store in town, and
Mrs
E D Frazer, Chicago.
triumph.
of
Mr.
Herbert
and
Dr.
George
Can and will sell you Goods at lowest -Wri- enlarge and copy pictures of all
Bourne of Kennebunk, was onç pf Commodious cottages and com ' Mrs S G Alexander, Detroit,
possible Prices. .
kinds, and also, dp amateur work
We always have-a-Bargain for you.
at lowest prices. All work re the first to seek a boarding place at plete bathing houses, plank walks Mich.
Miss, Alice Locke, Elizabeth H
ceives prompt .attention.
provision ¡ .dealers
| the beach. Judge Bourne and his ànd ,s£èam
»
L. X. Champou, Kennebunk, Me. wife found a home with Mr. Owen of all kinds with abundant supply Locke, Brooklyn» N. Y.
Next door to Bank.
14 Main Street, Kennebunk, Me.
ï Wentworth and thus was started of Branch Brook water, all of these Mr and Mrs D B Carewdy, W J
.“The only Store with a Wooden
(the business which Mr. Wentworthi advantages make life run more Connor, Misses Nan and Catherine
Littlefield & Webber persued during the rest of his life, smoothly at the present time, but O’Brien, Mrs G A Pushee, Miss S
Awning.’,’
DEALERS IN f
which made the Wentworth House, somehow the young folks don’t C Knox, Florence M Edison, Mrs
CALL AT 21 MAIN ST., KENNEBUNK
First Class Groceries. Agents for one of the best known on the seem to have as good times as we H Pickney Lynch, Boston, Mass.
the Celebrated Eider-Down Flour shore. Afterward carpe plie, èea’ used to, and we can’t help think Mr and Chag ,C Rogers, Medford,
WHEN YOU NEED ■ R .•
and Bower and Bartletts Male- View with its genial proprietor, ing the old times were the Golden Mass.
Chas F Piper, Mr and Wrs C H
DRY AND FANCY GOODS, berry Java Coffee.
Mr. Hubbard, and the .Granite Days.
Kennebunk,
Maine. •
Sucked Mrs Louise S and Miss
Boots, Shoes and Rubbers.
State which Mr. Stuart has run sp
Edith Rollins,. Watertown, Mass.
successfully; for many years, Two
T_
CL
Arrivals, at Bea, Vieyp House:—
fine
houses
have
been
destroyed
by
Daily
sailing
and
buckboard
par

Louis Albert,
- Miss Ella Morgan Beck, Wessley
Dr. Winfield Hanson, Geht’s, Ladies’ and Children’s fire, but otper good ofies remain to ties are now in order.
cater to the numerous guests that Mrs. Messer of Franklin, N. H., Hills.
Outfitters,
Miss Alice M Cooper, Somerville,
DEKTIST.
Come year after year to enjoy the has arrived at her cottage.
Mass.
pleasures of the now well known
Main Street Kennebunk->
Daily hay rack rides are a popu
' Warner U Ranson, Arlington,
Beach.
OPPOSITE KENNEBUNKPORT DEPOT.
lar amusement for the children.
The Money Saving Store Kennebunk
Mass.
Brit times ha^e changed, for u
AlpiQn Wakefield, Biddeford, Me.
summer at the beach twenty-five , At the Sea View House Tuesday
The Largest Line in York County.
years ago was a very different night, a very successful whist was
Granite State House■
HARRY
E.
LUNGE,
C. W. LARRABEE CO.,
held.
thing from what it is now.
Amanda
Hmrstmer, Janie L
DEALER IN
Ross Block,
Main Street,
There was no railroad to take one Mrs. W. S. Campbell of Roxbury, Frazer, Adelaide Ekelman, Mar
KENNEBUNK.
HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS, to the shore, no stores where ones Mass., has a cottage on Great Hill garet Barr, Cineinatti, O.
Sewing Machines, Guns, Bicycles
wants could be supplied, and the for the summer.
and Mrs Wm G, and Beatrice
and General Sporting Goods*
Glenwood Ranges, packing of thé cart where ones The Bourne Cottage is how open, O.Mr
Carker, Malden, Mass.
Lawn Swings, Hammocks, Garden
household necessities were gath Mrs. Bourne and her sister, Mrs. Mr an$ Mrs Henry G Eastman,
Kitchen Furnishings, etc.
Hose, Lawn Mowers.
ered’, was a week of time and pa Mailing haying arrived,
Harriet Estabrook, E H Carsons,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves, Agate and Plumbing, Heating,
tience for woe betide one if any-^. f The Bass Rock is filled to over Dorchester, N. H.
Tinware,Table and Pocket Cutlery,.
Acetylene Gas Lighting. thing was forgéttéri. Such queer flowing/ as in fact, are all the
Maud G. Carlton, Goffstown, N.
ICE CREAM FREEZERS of best
lists as were sent, home for things houses here.
Standard Makes.
H.
KENNEBUNK. ;'
Main Street '

.

Fire Insurance.

P. RAINO.

W. D. HAY,

MINERAL SPRING HOUSE,
H. K. ’Smith, Proprietor.
/Kenriebunk Beach,
.
Maine.
Grove Hill Station.
Particular attention is cafled to
the purity of the water used on tho
taqles. Free to guests and for sale
to apy one wishing to punchase.

GRANITE STATE HOUSE,
Kennebunk Beach, Maine.
ALVIN STUART,
Proprietor.
90 miles from Boston, 25 from
Portland, Western Division B. & M.
R. R. Change cars at Kennebunk
for Kennebunkport and stop at
Grove Station, to which check all
baggage.

A REMINDER.

Mrs. W. D. Hay,,

Dr. H. M. YORK,

OUR
ENTIRE
STOCK OF

OCEAN BLUFF RESTAURANT.

MILLINERY
At Cost.

(Jhampou’£ 0tadio.

DRESSER

THE DRESSER,

THE BASS ROCK,
Kennebunk Beach,
Maine.
J. ALLIE WELLS, Proprietor.
Surf Bahing within fifty yards
of the house. >

SEA VIEW HOUSE,
Kennebunk Beach,.
Maine.
J. E. HUBBARD Proprietor.
' Open# June 20th.

A large Vhrtety of fine Souvenirs,
in China and Glass ware can be
found at

B. U. HUFF’S

Kennebunk Beach,
’ Maine.
Be sure and get a piece to take
home.
Choice Cotfections, Cigars, BattleCreek Food and Temperance (
Drinks can found at the
DIPSY - BATH - HOUSE
Kennebunk Beach, Maine.
A First-Class Tonsoral Parlor in
Connection.
Don’t forget to try a Bath.

Archie Littlefield,
Kennebunk,
^,Maine.
—Dealer in—
Spalding Cycles and Sundries,
Also Cycle Repairing .

A. S. BIGGAR,
Fire Insurance Agency,
11 Brown Street, Kennebunk.

C. H. WEBBER,
—GRAIN DEALER,—
Kennebunk,
Maine.

Mendum & Durbin.
FASHIONABLE
HAIR - - DRESSERS

Ross Bloçk,

A.

A.

<
Ì

Kennebunk.

Richardson,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Kenpebunk,

Maine/

great secret societies about which there Not one out of ten thousand that"evêr and I will twist them together, and ond
has been so, much violent discussion, I- get so far on the wrong road ever stops. end of that rope I will fasten, not to the
have only words of praise for those asso^ Gradually his health will fail through- communion table, for it shall be remov
ciations wljich have for their object the late hours, and through too much stimu ed; not to a pillar of the organ, for that
maintenance, of right against wrong or lants he will be first rate prey for ery will crumble in the ages; but I wind it
round and round the cross of a sympa
the reclamation of inebriates or, like the sipelas and rheumatism of the heart.
thizing Christ, and,1 having fastened one
score of mutual benefit societies called by
Evils of Bad Association«.
end of the rope to the cross, I throw the
different names, that provide temporary
The doctor coming in will at a glance
relief for widows and orphans and for see it is not only present disease he must other end to you. Lay hold of it! Pull
men incapacitated by sickness or acci fight, but years of fast living. The cler for your life! Pull for heaven!
[Copyright,. 1901, Louis Klopsch, N. Y.]
dent from earning a livçlihQpd. Had it gyman, for the sake of the feelings of the
not been for the secret labor organiza family, on the funeral day, will only talk
tions in this country monopoly would in religious generalities. The men who
BOTTLED SUNSHINE.
long ago have, under its ponderous got his yacht in the eternal rapids will
wheels, ground the laboring classes into not be at the obsequies. They have
an intolerable servitude. Thé men who pressing engagements that day. They Radium Has Wonderful Power and
1« Highly Expensive,
want the whole earth to themselves will send flowers to the coffin, will send
Bottled sunshine has at last become a
woulcj have got it before this had it not their wives to utter words of sympathy,
been for the banding together of great but they will have engagements else possible thing, though somewhat costly.
Radium is the mineral which promises to.
secret organizations, ; and while we de
Washington,' July 28.— A practical plore piany things that hâve bçen done where. They never come. Bring me furnish us with practically enduring bot
question which is asked in most houses, ' by them, their existence is a necessity mallet and chisel, and I will cut that tled sunshine. The peculiarity of this
and for many years, is here asked by Dr. ' and their legitimate sphere, distinctly man’s epitaph, “Blessed are the dead who bottled sunshine, however, is that it is
Talmage and answered; text, Proverbs pointed out by the providence , of God. die in the Lord?” “No,” you say, “that without heat. *
would not be appropriate.” “Let me die
Professor Langley, who has been mak
XXV, 9, “Discover not a secret to anoth Such organizations are trying to dismiss the death of the righteous and let my last
ing experiments in this direction, recently
from their association all members who
er.”
end
be
like,
his?
”
“
No,
”
you
say,
“
that
It appears that in Solomon’s time, as are in favor of anarchy and social chaos. would not be appropriate.” Then give received two hermetically sealed vials
ip, all subsequent periods of the world, They will gradually cease anything like | me the mallet and the chisel, and I will containing radium, a mineral discovered
there were people too much disposed to tyranny over their members and will for cut an honest epitaph, “Here lies the vic by Mme. Tklodowska Curie, a Polish
chemist, in the salts of uranium. The
4ell al! they knew. It Was blab, blab, bid violent interference jvith any man’s tim, of dissipating associations!”
professor has found radium to possess
■"'blab; physicians revealing the case of work, whether he belongs to their union
Another test by which you can find
their patients, lawyers exposing the pri or is outside of it, and will declare their Whether your secret society is right or wonderful properties. From these vials,
which are each about the size of your lit
vate affairs of their clients, neighbors ad disgust with any such rule as that passed
vertising the faults of the next door resi in England by the Manchester Bricklay wrong ig the effect it has 2P jour gegjjar tle finger, an unceasing greenish white
occupation.
I
can
understand
how
light isspes.
dent, pretended friends betraying confi ers’ association, which says any man
' found running or working beyond a regu through such an institution a man can
This remarkable light gives its immedi
dences.
reach'
commercial
success.
,,
I
know
some
ate surroundings a peculiar glow, like
One-half of the trouble of every com lar speed shall be fined 2 shillings and
men
have
formed
their
best
business
re

munity comes from the fact that so many sixpence for the first offense, 5 shillings
that from X rays. One of the vials con
people have not capacity to keep their for the second, 10 shillings for the‘third lations through such a channel. If .the tains a white, starchlike powder, and the
secret
society
has
advantaged
you
in
an
mouths shut. When I hear something and if still persisting shall be dealt with
other a similar substance broken into
honorable calling, it is a good one, but cubes with faces a tenth of an inch in
disparaging of you, iny first duty is not as the committee thinks proper.
has
your
credit/failed?
Are
bargain
mak

to tell you, but if I tell you what some
There are secret societies in our col
dimension. In. the dark these vials give
body has said against you and then go leges that have letters of the Greek al ers now more anxious how tjiey trust you sufficient light to enable one to read a
with
a
bale
of
goods
?
Biave
the
men
out and tell everybody élse what I told phabet for their nomenclature, and their
printed page held closely to them.
you, and they go out and tell others what members are at the very front in scholar whose names were down in the commer
The power shown by this small quan
cial
agency
Al
before
they
entered
the
I told them that I told you, and we all go ship and irreproachable in morals, while
tity. of radium leads the scientist to the
society
been
going
down
since
in
com

out, some to 'hunt up the originator of the there are others the scene of carousal,
conclusion that half a’pound of the min
story and others to hunt it down, we and they gamble, and they drink, and mercial standing? Then look out. You eral, if thinly spread out, would light an
and
I
every
day
know
of
commercial
es

shall get the whole community talking they graduate knowing a hundred times
ordinary sitting room.
about what you did dp and what you did more about sin than they do of geometry tablishments going to ruin through the
Moreove/, if in giving off light the
social
excesses
of
one
or
two
members,
not do, and there will be as many scalps and Sophocles. In other words, secret
radium parts with energy, dt is so slight
their
forfufie
beaten
to
death
with
ball
-taken as though a band of Modocs had societies, like individuals, are good or
as not to be measurable, an estimate be
rswept upon a helpless village. We have bad, are the means of moral health or of players’ bat or cut amidships with thé ing that an almost indefinite time would
front
prow
of
the
regatta
or
going
down
<t,wo ears, bili only one tongue, a physi temporal and eterftal damnation./ All
be required to exhaust the light giving
ological suggestion that we ought to hear , good people "recognize the vice of slander- under the swift hoofs of the fast horses properties of the two small Vials in ques
or
drowned
in
the.
large
potations
of
, a good deal more than we tell. Let us , ing an individual, but many do not see
tion. Its energy is apparently in the
join a conspiracy that we will tell each the sin of slandering an organization. Cognac or Monongahela. That secret so mineral itself, for after being in the dark
ciety
was
the
Loch
Earn.
Their
business
other all the good and nothing of the ill, There are old secret societies' in this and
for a couple of months the light given
and then there will not be such awful other countries’, some of them Centuries was the Ville de Havre. They struck, forth was nowise weaker.
and
the
Ville
de
Havre
went
under!
/ .need of sermons on Solomon’s words, old, which have been widely denounced
Curiously enough, chemists used hith
The third test by which you may know erto to treat radium as though it were
“Discover not a secret to another.”
as immoral and damaging in their influ
whether
the
society
to
which
you
belong
Solomon had a very large domestic cir ence, yet I have hundreds of personal
practically valueless, but now the mineral
cle. Jn his earlier days he had very con friends who belong to them—friends who is good pr bad is this: What is its effect has become so precious that it costs
oh
your
sense"
,Qf
moral
and
religious
ob

fused notions about monogamy and po áte consecrated to God, pillars in the
about $1,000 an ounce, for only small
lygamy, and his multitudinous associates church, faithful in all relations of life, ligation? Now, if I should take the quantities of it are found in uranium,
names
of
all
the
people
in
this
audience
in the . matrimonial state kept him too examples of virtue and piety. They are
and its extraction is very costly.
well informed as to what was going on the kind of friends whom I would have and put them on a roil and then I should
This mysterious radium is capable of
lay
that
roll
back
of
tins
organ
and
a
in Jerusalem. They gathered up all the for my executors at the time of decease,
emitting two distinct sets of rays—one
hundred
years
from
now*
some
one
should
privacies and poured them into his ear, and they are the men whom I would
like ordinary daylight and the other like
Ms family became a sorosis or fe- have carry me. out' to the last sleep when take that roll and call it from A to Z X rays. Moreover, the rays have7 the ef
there
would
not
one
of
you
answer.
I
e debating society of 700, discussing I am dead. You cannot make me believe
fect of sunlight on a photographic nega
day after day all the difficulties between that they would belong to bad institu say that any society that makes me for tive. Finally, tried as an X ray, the light
get
that
fact
is
a
bad
society.
•
was found capable of photographing
husbands and wives, between employers tions, They are the men who would
When I go to Chicago, I am sometimes through the wood of a plate holder.
and employees, between rulers and sub- stamp on anything iniquitous, and I
perplexed
at
Buffalo,
as
I
suppose
many
-jects, ..until Solomon, in my text,, de would certainly rather take their testiCaptured by an Ostrich.
plores volubility about affairs that do not mony in regard to such societies than travelers are, as to whether it is better
belong to us and extols the virtue of se the testimony of those who,-having been to take thé Lake Shore route or the Mich
A guardsman in the reserve of officers,
igan
Central,
equally
expeditious
and
cretiveness.
who is better known for his swagger than
sworn in as members, by their assault
equally safe,\getting to their destination for his brains, had an unfortunate ¿ex
By the power of a secret divulged fam upon them confess themselves perjurers.
at
the
same
time.
But
’
suppose
that
I
ilies, churches, neighborhoods, nations,
perience in South Africa.
One of these secret societies sgave for
fly apart. By the power of a secret kept the relief of the sick in1 1873, in this hear that on one route the track is torn
He was stationed about 100 miles from
up,
the
bridges
aire
down
and
the
switches
great charities, socialities, reformatory country, $1,490,274. Some of these so
Cape Town at a remount depot. One
are
unlocked,
it
will
not
take
me
a
great
movements and Christian enterprises cieties have poured a very heaven of
morning a' farmer stopped him as he was
may be advanced. Men are gregarious- sunshine and benediction into the home While to decide whjch-.road to take. Now, taking a constitutional and warned him
here
are
two
roade
in
the
future
—
the
cattle in herds, fish in schools, birds in of suffering. Several of them are found
against crossing an- inclosure containing'
flockSj men in social circles. You may ed on fidelity to good citizenship and the Christian and the un-Christian, the safe a cock ostrich, which had become bad
and
the
unsafe.
Any
institution
or
any
.
Jhy the7 discharge oFa gun scatter a flock Bible. I, have never taken. one of their
tempered. The guardsman said that no
of quails or by the plunge of the anchor degrees. They might give me the grip a association'that conf uses, my ideas in re ostrich ever hatched would turn him out
gard
to
that
fact
is
a
bad'institution
and
send apart the denizens of the sea, but thousand timeS and I would hot recog
of his way and went on unmoved.
they will gather themselves together nize it. I am ignorant of their pass a bad association. I had prayers before
As he- had not returned home four
I
joined
that
society.
Did
I
have
them
again. If you by some new pother could words, and I must judge entirely from
hours afterward’his.brother officers were
afterward
?
I
attended
’
the
house
of
Godi
break the associations in which men now the outside. But Christ has given us a
alarmed and sent out search parties.
stand, they would again adhere. God rule by which we may judge not only all before I connected myself with that un What was their Surprise to discover him
Do
I
absent
myself
from
religious
ion.
meant it so. He has gathered all the individuals, but all societies, secret and
lying on his back unhurt, with' a cock
flowers and shrubs into associations. You open. “By their fruits ye shall know influences?
ostrich/sitting on his chest.
In
the
Last
Honrs,
ipay plant one forgetmenot oj hjarjsease them.” Bad societies make bad men.
The bird had knocked him down each
Which would you rather have in your- time he had tried to rise, but could not
alone, away off upon the. hillside, but it Good societies make good men. A bad
will soon hunt. up; some other forgetme- man will not stay in A good society. A hand when you come to die, a pack of hurt him while he lay on his back. Yet
not or heartsease. Plants love company. , good man will not stay in a bad society. cards or a- Bible?' Which wohld you leave his enemy he declined to do and
You will find them talking to each other Then try all secret societies by two or rather have pressed <to your lips in the therefore sat quietly upon him until driv
dosing moment, the ctìp of Belshazzarean en off by the rescue party.—London Ex
three rules.
wassail or the chalice of Christian com press.
Out branching*« of Sympathy. ; • ,
Influence on Home Life.
You sometimes see a man with no out- 1 Test the first: Their influence on home, munion? Whom would you rather have
Good Place For Laxy Men.
branchings of sympathy. His nature is if you have a home. That wife soon for your pallbearer», the elders of a
Henry Sandham, the well known Bos
cold and hard, like a ship’s mast ice loses her influence over her husband who Christian. church or the companions
glazed, which the most agile sailor pould nervously and foolishly looks upon all whose conversation was -full of slang and ton artist, who with his family is now
never climb. Others have a thousand evening absence as an assault on domes innuendo ? Whom would you rather have pleasantly located in the Azores, writes
roots and a thousand branches. Innu ticity. How are the great enterprises of for your eternal companions, those men home most enthusiastically of the place
merable tendrils climb their hearts and reform and art and literature and benefi who spend their evenings betting, gam- . and the air of hospitality winch is to be
blossom all thè way up, and the fowls of cence and public weal to be carried on if bling, swearing, carousing and telling found everywhere. “Fancy the joy of
heaven sing in the branches. In conse every man is to have his world bounded vile stories or your little child, that bright living,” he writes, “in a place where you
do not breakfast till, 11, dine at 4 and
quence of this tendency .yve find men on one side by his front doorstep and on girl whom the Lord took ? Oh, you would have
at 11:30; where it’s always
coming together in tribes, in vpommuni- the other side by his back window, know not have been away so much nights, ' warm tea
and Comfortable; where every one
^ies, in churches, in societies. Somè gath ing nothing higher than his own attic or would you, if you had known she was
the street bows to you and runs eager
er together to cultivate the arts, some to lower than his own cellar? That wife going away so soon? Dear me,, your on
ly to do you some service; where there
plan for the welfare Of the state, some* to who becomes jealous of her husband’s at house has never been the same place are
great, large tropical gardens filled
discussreligious themes, some to kindle tention to art or literature or religion or since. Your wife has never brightened
every flower of the worlds familiar
their mirth, some to,advance their craft. charity is breaking her own scepter of up. She has never got over it. She with
and strange; where fish, the most deli
■60 every active community is divided conjugal power. I know an instance never win get over it. How long the cious
imaginable, are pulled from, the sea
into associations of artists, of merchants, where a Wife thought that her husband evenings are with .no. one to put to bed into’ the
fire and thence to your table;
of bookbinders, Of carpenters, of ma sens, was giving too many nights to Christian and no one to whom to. tell the beautiful where you
can live like a duke for 90
Bible stories! What a pity it isthàt you
ergrs, of shipwrights, of plumb- ,service, to charitable service, to prayer , •cannot
spend more evenings at home in ■cents a day, and where you can go to
firaF Do you cry out against it? Then meetings and to religious convocation. :
to help her bear that sorrow! You church every day in the week if you are
£ou cry out against a tendency divinely ■She systematically decoyed 3. him away trying
im^lànìed. Your tirades Would accom until now he attends nochurch, whits I can never drown that grief in the wine fond enough of sculpture and carving,
cup. You can never break away from fairer titan you have seen elsewhere.”—
plish no more than if you should preach upon no charitable’ institution and is on a ¡#
’ the little arms that used to be flung Boston-Transcript.
to a busy ant hill a long sermon against ,rapid way to destruction, his morals gone, I*
1 ■around your heck when she used' to say,
secret societies.
his money gone and, I fear, his soul gone. “Papa. do stay with me tonight, do stay
Fktttu
■ £tfire we find the oft discussed question
Let any Christian wife rejoice when With me; tonight!” You will never be ; This world is not bur all» - Man is not
whetner associations that do their work her husband, consecrates evenings to the able
to wipe away from your lips the limited by centuries. Faith looks from
.^ogBB'afld admit their ffiem- service of humanity and of God, or any
kiss of your Ùtile girl. The fas- man up to God. Science has weighed
bers by passwords and greet each other thing elevating, but let 'no man sacrifice i dying
of a bad secret society is so the suns and determined their1 elements,
with a secret grip are right or wrong. I home life to secret society life, aS many cination
great that sometimes a man has turned but faith sees the hand which made and
answer that it depends entirely on thè do. I can point out to you a, great many his
back on his home when fils child was upholds them alt
nature of the object for which they meet. names of men who are guilty of this sac '¡’dying
fever. ’ He went away.
Archaeology has' gone back to earliest
Is it to pass the hours in revelry, was rilege. They are as genial as angels at .■ Beforeofhescarlet
got back at midnight the eyes ages and read their history on monu
sail, blasphemy and obscene talk or to the society room and as ugly as sin at J1 had been dosed,
the undertaker had done ments and tablets, but faith goes back of
plot trouble to the state or to debauch home, They are generous on ah subjects i! .his work, And the
Wife, worn out with archaeology and reads “in the beginning—
the innocent, then I say, with an empha of wine suppers, yachts and fast horses, i! three weeks’ watching,
lay unconscious God.”
sis tlmt nmman ¿an mistake. Ng] But is but they are Stingy about the-wives' i! in the next room. Then
the returned
Ethnology has- traced • Adam’s family
object 1he defense of the rights of dresses and the children's shoes. That [father
Í
comes up stairs, and he sees the from paradise down, but faith traces
any class against oppression, the im man has made that which might be a. i Cradle gone, and he says, “What is the their
future to the paradise above.
provement of the mind, the enlargement healthful influence a usurper of his affec matter?” On the judgment day he will
Science In our day has formulated
of the heart, the advancement of art, the tions, and he has married it, and he is I 1 find out what was the matter.
many of the laws of life, but faith lays
defense of the government, the extirpa guilty of moral bigamy. Under this proc
Oh, man astray, God help you! I am
of the source of all life.—Homiletic
tion of crime or the kindling of a pure ess the wife', whatever her features, be- going to make a very stout rope. You hold
' '
'
beai ted sociality, then I say, with just as , comes uninteresting and homely. He be know that sometimes a ropemaker will Review.
qiuch emphasis, Yes.
Sneh Is Fame.
comes critical of, her, does not like the take very small threads and wind them
IL There is no need that we who plan for dress, does not like the way she arranges together until after awhile they become a
Julian Corbett may be said to have es
e conquest of right over wrong should her hair, is amazed that he ever was so ship cable. And I am going to take some tablished bin.self as an authority on the
Wish to . all the world our intentions, tinbomantic as to offer her hand and very small, delicato threads and wind history of th British navy, A. while ago
e general of an army never sends to heart. There are secret societies where , them together until they make a very Mr.' Corbett wrote to the admiralty to
\ opposing troops information of the membership always involves domestic stout rope. I will take all the memories suggest that a new first class battleship
Ing attack. Shall we who have én- shipwreck. Tell me that a man has join of the marriage day—a thread of laugh then building be christened Drake. A
. . d in the cause of God and humanity ed a certain kind and tell me nothing ter, a thread of light, a thread of music, formal intimation that his letter had been
se our plans to the enemy? No; we more about him for ten years, and I will a thread of banqueting, a thread of con- : received and Should have due attention
p secret plot the ruin of all the en- write his history if he be still alive. The fratulation—and I twist them together, was followed after a decent interval by a
'/ ses of satan and his cohorts. When man is a wine guzzler, his wife broken and I have one strand. Then I take a dignified reply from my lords, in which
expect us by day, we will fall upon hearted or premathrely old, his fortune thread of the hour of the first advent in they expressed their regret at not being
by night. While they are strength- gone and his home a mere name in the your house, a thread 'of the darkness that able to carry out Mr. Corbett’s sugges
. g their left wing we will fall on their directory.
preceded, and a thread of the light that tion and explained that it would be con
n vt. By a plan of battle formed in se
Here are six secular nights In the week. followed, and a thread of the beautiful trary to precedent to name a first class
cret conclave we will come suddenly upon “What shall I do with them?” says the scarf that little child used to wear when battleship after a bird.
them crying, “The sword of the Lord and father and the husband. “I will give she bounded out. at eventide to greet
©f Gideon.” Secrecy of plot and execu four of these nights to the improvement you, and then a thread of the beautiful
, Temperature and Moral©«
tion is wrong only when the object and fend entertainment of my family, either dress in which, you laid her away for the
Professor Dexter of the University of
ends are nefarious. Every family is a at home or in good neighborhood. I Will1 resurrection, and then I twist all these Illinois, who has studied the effect of
secret society, every business firm and devote one to ch^p^jjle institutions. XI threads together, and I have another weather on morals, finds that the desire
every banking and insurance institution. will dgypte one to mÿ lodge.” I congrat* strand. Then. I take a thread of the to fight rises with the thermometer, but
Those men who have no capacity to
ulate you. Here is a man who says,. scarlet robe of a suffering Christ, and a stops at 85; wilts after that as the mera secret are unfit for positions of trust “Out of the six secular nights of the• thread of the white raiment of your loyad cpry rises. Assault pases are therefore
anywhere. There are thousands of men week I will devote five to lodges andI ones before the throne, and a string ot the commoner in summer than in winter*
whose vital need is culturing a capacity clubs and associations and one to the harp cherubic, and a string Of the harp Drunkenness, however, lessens with sum
keep a secret. Men talk too much, and home, which night I will spend in scowl seraphic, and I twist them aU together, mer and increase© with the coming of
■komen too. There is a time to keep si- ing like a March squall, wishing I was and I have a third strand. “Oh,” you cold. Suicides are at a maximum on
as well as a time to speak.
out spending it as I have spent the other say, “either strand is enough to hold fast bright days with a high barometer and in
Although not belonging to any. of the1 five.”- That man’s obituary, is written. a world I” No. I will take these strands, crease as the wind rises. ........

Kbdol
Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.

It artificially digests the food and aids
Nature in strengthening and recon
structing the exhausted digestive or
gans. It is the latest discovereddigestant and tonic.’ ’ No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency. It in
stantly reliefs àhd permanently cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion; Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Gastralgia,Cramps and
all other results otlmpferfeot digestion.
Price 50c. and Si. Large size contains
times
small size. Book all about dyspepsia mailed!ree

Prepared by E C- OeWITT 6 CO>, Chicago.

Traftbn Bros., Sanforàr '
W. H. WQ(id; Springvale,
ASK YOUR GROCER

Ladies, Have You Seen

Or heard of Solid Cueved* Table
ware? This is a new metal that is
rapidly superseding sterling silver
for spoons, knives, forks and other
tableware It is exactly the same
metal through and through, has
no plating to wear off, looks just
like sterling silver, is harder and
will wear longer. It cost about
one-sixth as much. It is hot for
sale in stores, biit every lady in
this vicinity can obtain a set of
these Solid Cuevee Silver Tea
spoons, warranted to wear for
twenty-five yearsj without paying
a ceil*-. Write for this free offer at
once, before it is withdrawn.
Quaker Valley Mfg‘. Co.,1 Mor
gan and Harrison Sts., Chicago.
Pr-S.—Cut this notice out and
return it with your request. This

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

The 5 Minute Breakfast food.

Purina Health Flour
a K.e<s
J* ?
-BR.AIN BREAD.”
PURINA MILLS,

St. Louis. Mo.

The undefsi{?rie'dTiatin£beeri restored to health
by simple means, after suffering for several years
with a severe lung affection, and that dread
disease Consumption, is anxious to make known
to his fellow sufferers the means of cure. To
.those who desire it, he will cheerfully send (free
of charge) a copy of the prescription used, Which
they will find a sure cure for. Consumption,
' Asthma, Catarrh, Bronchitis ah'd all throat and
lung Maladies, He hopesail sufferers will try
his remedy, as it' is invaluable;- Those desiring
. the prescription, which will cost them nothing*
and may prove a blessing, will please address.
Bar. EDWABD A. WILSON, Brooklyn, New York,

Saw Wood

Complete Outfits, including
Gasoline Engines, Wheels,
Btc., at very ' Low Prices.

Eastern Specialty Co.
F. B. Averill, Mgr., Sanford, Me.

LEONARD O. DAY,

" Pianos M Organs
SOMERSWORTH, N. H.
Pianos and Organs to Rent by the month or year.

Our Most SucofcsswL students are those who combine the Reg
Business Course with the special branches, Shorthand
and Typewriting, or Telegraphy. One rate of tuition pays for
all.
ular

Write for our 20th century, illustrated catalogue.

R L. SHAW, President,
Portland, Augusta and Bangor.

Portlandj'Me.

Takes a twenty-four inch stick of wood full size of fire-box.
QEE the VENTILATOR in the Oven. No Steam. No
^Smoke While Baking.
Sold by G. W. Huff, Sanford.
26-35t

|2APE PQRPpi^E.

The Taylors of "New York Have
rented Mrs. Bicharclson’s house.
A summer r^sideilQe at Crow Hill
has recently) raedn ^purchased by
Mrs. H. F. Fellow’s of Lowellj Mass.
The young people appreciate the
Casino as a place to spend a pleas
ant ^venin^.
Don’t forget that there^ isfeusic
and dancing, every night -bt the
Casino.
A large number of young people
from Kennebunk were at the Casi
no Saturday evening.
When you have rubbish to de-r
posit at the.^Da^ino, be sure and
use the baskets placed there for
your convenience.
It is ipter^sting,^^ low ?tide, to
sit on the piazza at the Casino and
watch 4he, clam diggers with their
* baskets and teams getting clams.
Mr. Geo. Mailing and wife of
Livermpre Falls, are visiting Mrs.
W.P.Granfe
Cape Porpoise PostofficeMails
close for East and West—8.40a.m.,
5.40 p. m. Mails arrive from East
and West 10.40 a. m.,. 4.40 p. m.
From...West¡only,7.40 p. m. Sun
days arrive 12.40 p. m. Close 5.10
p. m. L. E. Fletcher, Postmaster.

Mr. and Mrs. Emerson of the
Prospect House, were the recipi
ents, Monday evening, of a box con
taining a ushabtifigurine-found by
Prof. Petri at Abydos Egypt. The
Statuette is 3300 yearsold. It was
sent by Mrs. Marie N. Buckman,
who ^topped at the - House last
summer.
The rememberanc6j
aside from the value of so rare a
gift, was much appreciated by
Landlord Emerson and his wife.

; Mr. U. Rose, Jr,, engraver for the
U; 8. government, is at the Pros
pectHouse.
. The annual field meeting of the
York county bar association, was
held at the Casfeo Saturday. " The
members . and guests arrived at
Kennebunk at 0,40 a. m., where
they boarded a special electric, car
for Sanford and were entertained
bv Hon. E. M, Goodall who con
ducted them through the works of
the Sanford . mills and Goodall
worsted Company. At 12.15 a spec
ial car conveyed the party .t$ Cape
Porpoiso where they indulged in a
$hore dinner and later enjoyed field
Sports. About 75 members and
guests were present and the affair
was one of th^nost successful ever
conducted by the Association.

KILLED BY ITALIAN
■New

Sanford and Capa Porpoise
Railway Company,

North Shapleigh.

Less Than a Dozen Delegates Héld
As Charles E. Littlefield was going Saturday *the North Shapleigh nine
■' Convention In a Bedroom
from Walter Libby’s.,to G. N. Dpckam’s went to Sanbornville and played a close

so small that many doubted at first '¡the side of the road just below the old. ’leighs.

Other.$ew9 of Interest From Various whether-any. attempt would be made to house formerly occupied by Dolly Towne Bert Wentworth is workiffg in New
when a large plan, reached ‘.out. from the 'Bedford, Mass.
.hold a state convention.
Parts of New England States.
The week following fee recent Demo bushes and grabbed him by the shirt Andrew Wilson, boss weaver in the <
j New Haven, Aug. 1.—Police Officer
Hugh Mefeeon is1.dead; with a bullet;
iff his brain, and Officer Turbetts is se
riously hurt front being clubbed with
the revolver butt, as the result of a raid
on a disorderly house in what is known
as Prindle ialley, early this, morning. Andtew Loudlno, an Italian^ who is
paid to have done the shooting, was ar
rested at 2:3b this morning at the fail
load station, and is held' under a charge
of Eaurdei;.
According to Turbett’s story, McKeon
and hiinself went to the house to raid
and were met in the doorway by
Loudino. Loudiho .fired a shot at Mc
Keon, and then .clinched with Turflett,
hammering him over the head with a
Revolver. Soonj^e broke away, and Turbett gavefee alarm to other officers who
were attracted by fee shot.
The police .arrested several persons,
some of them women, as witnesses.
Undefeated Champion Retires

; Worcester, Mass., Aug. l<—EdwardH.
Ten Eyck, world’s amateur sculler, an
nounces that he has quit racing forever,
At the close of the national regatta at

GAPE PORPOISE CASINO

l/

WELLS.

Haven Officer Meets Colutabus, O4 Aug. l.i-4The “Progres last Tuesday night, bëtwëen nine and fen game with the Sanbornvllles who had. a
sive Democratic party? was organized d'clock; he met "with a 'surprise party. number of outside players, the score be
Death In a Raid
herp yesterday. : The attendance was He was walking close to the bushes on ing 1 fe^TIn, fayor of the North Shap-

Torsey Lodge,¡ Kenne bunk, held a
social and entertainment (at Cape Por
poise ca sino, Tuesday night and invited
The lobster season is just coming fee neighboring, lodges. An excellent
feme is reported by all in attendance.

on. Lobsters have now shed their
shell and the fisherman are doing
a good business.
A fleet of five vessels are sword
fishing on George’s Bank. One re
SEASON IO9I.
turned. Monday bringing twenty- Fine Dancing Floor for
one fish. Each vessel has a crew
Pleasure Parties.
of 14 men.
—Under the Management of—
A drilling float,, used for taking
out rocks and ledges, are taking
out a ledge in Capei Porpoise har
bor to deepen it to^a 16 feet chan
nel. The crew and float are from
SERVED TO ORDER.
Deleware. .The men in charge,,bf
CHOWDERS s
the float are boarding at Capt. Sin- Glam 15
Fish 15c ;/ 'Lóbster 20c,
'with pickles
het’s, and expect to remain about
CLAMS '
. six months.
Steamed wife drawn butter 20c z
Fried 20c
A party of 35 young, ladies took a
moonlight sail Wednesday night, ¡Baked Haddock I5cFISHFried Gunners 25c
in the yacht Molly, owned by Capt.
Scrod 20c
LOBSTERS
Sinnett.
Plain 2o’c . .Salad 20c . Broiled Livp;35c
Owing to ihe inclemency of the
(30 minutes to cook)
POTATOES
weather, there was not the usual
Boiled 10c *
Fresh Chips -10c
attendance At the Casino last SunBriead served with each Order .
, day, but those Who did attendlfeit
Ice Cream 10c Sponge Cake 5c
Tea 10c' Cofiee 10c
more than repaid. The band gave
a fine concert* ¿nd Bev. J. D. 0.
SHORE DINNER.
Powers preached an excellent ser
\ PRICE 50 GENTS.
mon. N^xt Sunday it is hbpefl the Clam Chowder or Fish Chowder <or
Lobster Stew
weather will be' such that there
Clams
will be a much larger' attendance. 1 .Baked FishSteamed
or
Eried Clams
Do you, realize that the golden with boiled potatoes , wife fresh chips
Lobster
rod is in full bloom and summer is Plain Bread Plain
- Pickles
Doughnuts
fast slipping away? Now is the
Tea
or '
Coffee
Broiled
lave
Lobster,,in
addition
to the
titae to plan for outings and no
above, 25 cents extra.
better place can be found to spend
’ SERVED FROM 11 A. M. to 8,P. M.
the day than at Cape Pb^poise.
The two masted schooner, John
Cadwalader from Bath, Me., loaded, H. C. Nunan & Co.,
with lumber ahd oh her way to
Cape Porpoise, ■ Maine.
Boston, struck a rock off Colley Is
—Dealers In—
land Point in a Southerly squall, Confectionery, Cigars, Tobacco.
Sunday nbout 2 p. m. Tbe bottom
Souvenirs for Sale.' j
of the scho,oner was stove out. The Pool Drinks can be obtained here.
tug C. F. Warren towed her into
■ Open Sundays.
the harbor. The lumber will be
unloaded here at the Cape and the
schooner taken back to Bath for re
BELL & FLETCHER,
pairs. She had a crew of five all
1 Groceries and g^eral
told. It. is not known as yet the
MERCHANDISE.
extent of the damage.
—First ¡Gass Livery.—
: If you want to find s sport, you
Maine.
want to go deep sea fishing in the Cape Porpoise,
yacht Molly, with Capt. Sinnett.
Sails from Casino wharf ¿yery^
morning at 6 a. m.
' Notices have been placed in the
Casino to the effect that the -man
agement reserve the right . tOj use
the dance floor for private parties
at any-time without notice.
Becerit arrivals at the Stone1
Haven:—Moses A Safford, Kittery,.
Me.; J H Bingham^ Lawrence,
¡B
Mass.; Mr and Mrs G A Collins/
Jr., Salem,, Mass.; and Percy A
Wallis, Beverly^ Mass.
Becent arrivals at the Langsford
House:—Miss Bertha L Brown,
Safety on the Road.
Beading, Mass.;-Mrs SC and Grace
}and tfiè c'omfortbf your ’ Summèr drivé
L Trufant,!iBockland, Ill.; Mr and ¡depend very largely on good, stout har
Mrs Joseph Cqult, Jr., Newark, N. dness and a strong Carriage. We have
light harness that is, strong ’and .safe;
J.; and Henry F. Knight.
harness feat ypu, pan depend on.. It is
just fee harness yoii need for Summer
Arrivals at Prospect House
k^t saves repair bills, and, you.
Mrs and Mrs G L„ Kenneth N and driving,
Have,that feeling¡pFsafetjÿ which .goods
Bonald P. Wildes of Melrose, Mass. harness gives. ;
Monday, Landlord Emerson Of
F. H. PRESTON,
I the Prospect House, was obliged to
V Telephone Connection. <
,
turn away JQ- applicants, desiring; Tibbett’s Block, ( - Sanford, Me.
v accommodations there. This isa
i common occurence.
Why do hot more ^societies and A trip to Sanford Js. incomplete
lodges have an outing at the Without a visit to
Casino?
Mariner’s
Variety
Hon; Thos. B. Reed was a guest
Store.
of the York County Bar Associa Opposite/ Congregational Church,
tion Saturday.
SANFORD, MAINE.

/NEW- PARTY LAUNCHED

cratic statef convention;; a conference
was held;, at-f Cleveland, protesting,
.against the. present Democratic plat
form, ignoring Bryan, free silver and
.other issues, and iff not reaffirming
¡either of the national platforms ' off
which Bryan made his runs- for fee
ipresidency. , At that, conference a call
was issued for a state cOnvenfeon of.
¡"Bryan Democrats’* 1 and others op
posed to the Democratic and the Re
publican state platforms, to meet here
¡yesterday. But less than a dozen men
responded and attended fee christen-,
ing of the new party.
i George A. Groot as both temporary
and permanent chairman yesterday, and
was made chairman of the state com
mittee of the new party. The con
vention was field in his room at the
Great Southern hotel, and iñ that small
room he made his keynote speech of a
half hour in length. . The reporters, who
were. perched on and about the bed,
outnumbered the delegates by 2 to 1. A
few spectators stood at the open door.
The'total attendance did not exceed
3Ó.
i Even the promoters of the movement
did not disguise their disappointment at
feesmall attendance. They énjoyéd’the
participation by the .reporters, who
were allowed to take part in the pro
ceedings with suggestions..
A full ticket was nominated, the lead
ers being: : Governor, Rudolph Reefiji"
ling, and lieutenant governor, Henry C.
iJordery.
After, Chairman Groot and others Jett
last night. Dr. Reemelin posit!vely de
clined the nomination fdr governor, andf
it was reported that others would not
accept.
Republic Is Cuba’s Aim

EDWARD H. TEN EYCK.

Philadelphia he issued a v challenge to
any amateur in the world,-fee challenge
fo be accepted before, Aug. 1. Na one
has taken tip the deli and Ten Eyck re
tires a/.champion who has never been
beaten in a race.
Pfeiffer’s Big Baeakfast

Boston, Aug. 1.—Dr. Immanuel F.
Pfeiffer completed his 30-day fast yes
terday. When asked to give'file ex
periences and feelings he said: "‘Not
for one moment during fee time of feefast did i feehthedea®^ unpleasant, feel
ing. I have been able to do things as
^VOll,¡ if not better, than at any other
time and with mete ease.'” ’ When asked
what.be.had for his first meafhe said:
"Eor breakfast! had;two plates qf soup.;
consisting of boiled barley, squash and
potatoes, six poached eggs, six slices of
whole wheat’ bread; three baked pota
toes, two ears of corn and a pint of rasp-:
berries with a pint of cream, , Later a
friend'came in and brought me two sand
wiches, three doughnuts, two pears, two
peaches, and three plums, and even then
I experienced no sensation.”
Unexpected Electrical Display -

^Haverhill, Mass., Aug. l.-rThe 30 pas
sengers on an electric ear had a dramatic
experience last night, when a trolley
wire enveloped fee ear as if was going
along at a fair rate of speed. The trol
ley, on, parting overhead, seemed to coil
around the car body, emitting electric
Sparks and flame at ¡joints of contact
with the*metal work;'in fact, for a
minute it seemed to the passengers as
if they ,yere hemmed in by fire. Mo«
torman Janes brought the, car to a
standstill »me distance away, but not
before - many passengers had jumped in
their fright, i The remarkable feature
of the Incident was that no one was
electrically shocked in jumping, for the
wire seemed to be alive with motion.
Disregarded Block Signal

Danbury, Conn., Aug. 1.—Fred M.
Boland,- conductor of one of the cars
involved in the accident'Saturday night
in which Motorman Keating lost1 his
life, was arrested last night on a war
rant charging manslaughter. Boland
admitted that he had disregarded a sig
nal showing that a car was in the block
of track on which the accident occurred,
and had entered fee block thinking that
fee cfeer car was going in the sarnie di
rection as his own.
Chick Brothers Win

Havgrhill, Mass., Aug. I.—Chick Bro?.’
■hoe factory is an armed fortress no
longer. Tfie firm has removed the béds
which were put in to accomodate the
honrunion jpen who took the places of
fee striking lasters last week. The
firm claims that thè strike is now off,
and feat it has secured all th$ workmen
it desires. General opinion has It that
the union has' lost to the firm again, as
it always has dene, this firm being al
most the only one in the city that has
never been beaten In a labor fight.

New York, July 31.—Gonzales De
Quesada, a member of fee Cuban con
stitutional, convention, arrived héreyesterday , on the steamer Morro Castfe.'
"The general condition of Cuba is sat
isfactory,” ^aid he. “There is a gen
eral sentiment in Cuba feat she must
becomq a republic, ana that the United.
States i® pledged to assist Cuba in brifigingthis about.”
Prize Hailstones

Halifax, July 29.-rA severe electrical
and rainstorm Visited Union Rohd^ P.
E. Ii, on Saturday night. .Theresidents
state that during fee storm hailstones
four inches in circuniference fell. They
¡were so; plentiful- that they could be
gathered in. cartloads; Great ^damage
was done to the erpps. The> hailstones
wfere six Inches deep on the roads.
De Pullp Dies of, Wounds

Boston, July 3o.—In fee mupfelpal
court'yesterday, Susi Panfilo. accuse'd
of the murder of Antonio De Pullo, was’
held withont bail fQr exam(nation., De
Pullo was shot during a quarrel in, fee
hallway of 27t North street,' and died
yesterday morning. - The shooting was
the result of a quarrel over a washing
bill of lb cents. 1
, .Left Babe on Beach

i Chelsda, Mass., July 30,—Alice M.
¡Locke 'was arraigned in court here yes
terday;1 charged with having abandoned
her 15-inonths-qld boy on Revere beach
¡on July 20. Miss Locke pleaded gujlty,
but, at the request of Superintendent
¡West of the Revere Beach park resefva;tjon, the case was. continued for a week.
Racer Sold For $20,500

; New York, July 29.—Prince of Mel
bourne, who had a practical walkover
for the Brighton clip at Brighton Beach
•Saturday, was sold at auction, previous
to the day’s racing, for $20,500. G.
•Walbaum got him at that price. J^e,
¡was sold with the other horses of the
estate of F. D. & J. R. Beard.
Alleged Attempt at Extortion

Worcester, Mass., J illy 31.—George H.
Buzzo and Mrs. Bernice E. Fisher,
’charged with attenjptingto extort $8000
from Charles S. Barton, and arrested in
this -city July 18, had preliminary hear
ings in court yesterday, each being held1
in $3000 for the grand jury. Both are
out on bail.
Manslaughter Charged

; Boston, July 30.—Michael Pizzeno,
charged with killing Sylvester Murray
by striking him over the head with a
billiard cue, was given a hearing in court
yesterday, and was held bn thé charge
of manslaughter in $10,000 bonds for ac
tion by the grand, j ury*
Decrees That Don’t Decree

Shanghai, Aug. 1.—The North China
Daily News deciares that the reaction
aries have no intention of allowing the
court to return to Pekin; that the im
perial decrees on this subject are mere*
blinds and feat the Pekin officials are
leaving for Sian Fu.
Larned Holds Tennis Cup

Longwood» Mass., July 30.—W. A.
Larned is the first bolder of the third
Longwood cup, he having defeated
Beals Wright in a five-set tennis match
Life-Saving Stations Opened
yesterday afternoon. Both men were
; Narragansett Pier, B. I„ Aug. 1.—The at the, top of their game, and played
crews of the stations in the third life very fast. _____________ '
saving, district went on duty last night.
.Leary Charged With Murder
The crews at Watch Hill, Point Judith,
Pmsfieid, Mass., July 30.—Daniel
Narragansett Pier and Newport are.the
same as last season. In this vicinity Lear-y was arraigned here yesterday,
the crews have gone on duty a month charged with the murder pf Overseer
earliei than customary, because of the’ James W. Fuller at the house of cor
yachting in these., waters.
rection, July 17. Leary pleaded not
guilty, and the case was continued tiffWall Fell on Fire Chief
til Aug., 7. ~
,1. 1 ‘
■
Chelsea, Mass., July 27.^-Qhief Spen
Bullet
In
Her
Neck
cer of iihe Chelsea fire department was
badly injured at a fire i» a spice-grind Thomaston,, Me., Aug. 11—Mrs. The
ing mill at Revere last night When a resa Sumner, a widow/ aged 30, wasao
side of the mlU fell he was caught in the ddentally shot in the neck by Her' sis
debris. Two of; the firemen, were ter, Miss Frances Ahern, last night
knocked into the Saugus river at the The wound was from a revolver cart
same time, but were rescued without be- ridge, and, while serious, will not be
fatal.
*ng hurt The property loss is $12,500.

front with sUch forcé as to tear off every
button/and rip the-shirt considerably.
Mr. Littlefield is a man six feet tall and
-exceedingly strong. He is also blessed
with â qüick teinper which immediately
came to his rescue and Charles drew off
and let the fellow have his fist straight
in the head. ■ The poor fellow fell like, a
log into thé busheg with.groans of deep
distress. Charles took to/^is heelsand ran
for a few rods when he discovered he had
lost his coat frohi his-shoulder. It being
> nice dress coat he concluded he could,
not Afford to leave it for the. tramp, so
getting down on his hands and ‘ knee^he
crawled quietly back to the scene of action
and foufid his cbat, while the injured
tramp) went on with his groaning.
Charles got home all right but did not
appear at all frightened till he got to bed
and began to think of his narrow escape.
His fist Was c’oVered with blood so it it
quite1 likely the fellow carries a scar.
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist church
held a lawn party at the1 Furbish home
stead .last Thursday eveningv, It was a
cold damp^evening, and the party were
obliged to go into the house quite early.
However, éverything went on pleasantly
And the 'party was a financial, as well as
a social success. L. M. Dockam with his
violin, accompanied by Mrs.. Dockam on,
the organ, furnished, fine music for the
occasion. This little church is making a
heroic effort tôcïear'feér’^SSbfexiQntracted
during the sickness and death oG Mts.
Lewis. Rev. George Stanley of Ogun/'"
quit is supplying the pulpit very acceptably.
Rev. Charles Martin of the New Hamp
shire - conference, and his sister Miss
Bertha of Portsmouth, N. H., who hath
been visiting - the Davis And Furbish
families, returned to their homes Satur
day.
Mrs. James. C.„ and Mrs. . James ,O.
Furbish are at the Maryland Ridge cot
tage, Old "Orchard, fof several weeks.
Mrs. Fred Gray ancLson Rob, were fee
guests of Mrs. J. G. Furdbish last week.
They returned to their home in Kenne
bunk Friday.
Blueberries are very plenty in this sec-,
tion and bring the enormous price of six
cents per quart.
Potatoes are,very scarce and are selling
for $2.00 a bushel.;
George B. Littlefield reported quite ill.
John Welch is suffering from a very
severe attack of liver complaint.
Mrs. Haven. B. Littlefield and son. Guy,
are at-their summerjhome.
>
Mrs. G. M. Taylor, tformerly a resident
here, is boarding with Mrs. Dan Lowe.
She has lived with her daughter in Mal
den for several years. She is an invalid,
and seems perfectly happy to visit her
old home again.

Hargraves Woolen mill, has left that posi
tion for one at the Oneka mills., of. New
¡Bedford, Mass. ’ Mr. ¿Higgins of Hins
dale, N, H.,. succeeds him here,
• Mirror Lake farm has a number of
guests and all seem to be enjoying fee
ebufitry air and the “farm” With, the
beautiful scenery surrounding it, also the
picturesque lake and cosy cottage on the
‘¡shore. On the evening of. July 20th, Mr.
palmer and Mr, Woodman, both of Mel
rose, Mass., gave a fine display of fire
works, consisting of two fifteen . foot
baloons, roman candles, mines and five
crackers which whs much enjoyed by the
guests, also the villagers..
Charles Lowe of,, Springvale has been
¡visiting his father John Lowe] for a few
days.'
Mr. Jewett’s, superintendent of Har
graves’ mill, family arrived last week
they are to move into the house known
as the “Super’s house” which has been
extensively repaired.
Mrs, Daisy Illingworth has gone* to
New Bedford,/Mass., where her husband
is'working.
Duncan Eipack is driving a team for
B. F. Leavftt. A
Blueberries are very thick here.
¡Everett Webber picked 51 quarts in 7
hours one day last week. Who can beat
this?
South Hollis.

J .’¡Ffamk Wakefield lost a valuable horse
last. week.
,
The farmers, are about through Allying.
Good crops are reported by all.
;
E. T. Burnham and his son Forrest,
spent Saturday night and Sunday at For- < *■
tunes Rock, where Mr. Burnham’s
family are for a fortnight’s vacation.
L. L. Bradbury commenced setting his
steam boiler at his lower mill Monday^
A. L> Deering lost a valuable px one
day last week. While being driven from
Saco he was overcome by the heat and.
droppsd dead.
Dr. Smith of Hudson, N. H., and his
sister, Mrs. * Bruce of Gorton, Mass.,
spent Saturday and Sunday at Contfort \
Cottage, Fortune Rocks, with relatives.
Our neighbors are much pleased with
the Rural Free Mail delivery system..

MT. HOPE.

Ed Dillingham, wife and son are visit
ing Mrs. Dillingham’s father, Mr. James
Smith,
, Hen thieves visited Ameda Cheney’s
flock one night last week and carried
away 45 hens and chicks.
Mr. apd Mrs. Will Cain of Portsmouth
pre visiting at Walter Andrew’s.
Will Pray cut a four acre field lor Mrs.
Wells Depot.
H. J. Butler in two hours and. 80 minutes
with a five feet cut machiné. How is
, The farmers have about finished hay
that?
ing.
Mrs. Mary Lord is receiving medical Miss Edith V. Lenox of Albany, N. Y.,
visiting her sister, Mrs. Charles A.
treatinent at the Maine General hospital. is
Pray.
Rev. Mr. Bean’s sermon Sunday was as
¡usual .interesting.
Clark’s Mills.
.
Anpie Hatch has returned to her
home in Salem.
C. L.
T.. . _
F. Clark and family have^~6e&lf
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hubbard went to spending a week at Biadbu^’s“cottage,
Portland Thursday where Mr. Hubbard Hill’s beach.
is to receive medical treatment at the
. L., L. Clark is having a cupulo put on
hospital.
his stable. H. L. Wakefieli is doing the
, Mr. Hall and family of Boston are thè carpenter woirk.
guests of William Hill this week.
B. S. Littlefield has quite a brick kiln
■ Howard Wakefield was at home Sunday. started. It . looks good to see brick
,, Chester Annis is at North Berwick fet manufactured in town again.
work for Mr. Snow.
Mrs. Almira B. Clark’ died at her home
Oak Hill
in Wells after a long sickness Monday,
July 15 at the age of 67 years.
Clement Perkins of Berwick Is helping
Thomas J. Allen during haying.
Bloodthirsty, but Amiable.
< Miss. Grace Staples of North Berwick is
In Russia it is the custom for duelists visiting Mrs. Hosea O. Allen.
to breakfast together before going out ,Mrs. Lillian D. Ford has returned from
to fight.
,Louis B. Goodall’s, where she has been
staying a short time, recently.
Kissing a Crime In Russia.
Two young men and two young In f Jefferson Allen of Manchester was the
dies who recently kissed each other in -guest of N. P. Alien,..Saturday.
a fashionable restaurant were punish Misses Esther and Annie Perkins, who
ed with .imprisonment for "shameless have been visiting here for a few weeks,
behavior In a public place.** 1
jhave returned.to their home in Berwick.
Butcher Diirell of Kennebunk has pur
Tea Gardens.
A tea garden seven years old yields chased and harvested the hay on Mrs. M.
about .700 pounds of tea to the acre. Arvilla Perkins, farm.
Each plant yields about four ounces of
Those- who improved the dry hot
tea.
weather to secure their hay are pleased
with their well filled barns of finely
Plant Life.
No plant, not even fee nettle, grows cured hay. There is a noticeable provein all parts of fee world. OnlylS spe ment over last year in both quality and
.
.
cies are known which show themselves ‘Quantity;
at fee same timé over half fee land sur* , The exceeding hot weather has been fob
lowed by a refreshing rain storm, com
face.
mencing Sunday and lasting two days.
Seasoning Wood.
It was the first rainy Sabbath of fee
Wood is not generally well seasoned summer.
by a very high temperature. If fee Mrs. N. P. Allen has'a’shrub of;flowerheat is too great, the moisture escapes ipg Sambucs Canadensis, that has more
very rapidly, and fee wood is liable to ¡than eighty clusters of delicate greenish
crack or split.
white blossoms, very beautiful.
; Summer visitors appear to enjoy our
Books to Read.
No book feat will not improve by re scenery and hospitality.
peated readings deserves to be read at
NO APPETITE.
alt—Thomas Carlyle.
Want of appstite means bad digestoi
biliousness, jaundice, foul stomach, &■
headache, constipation, and a ger^
breaking down of the system.
“ Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters are gJ^H
teed by every druggist in the
States to cure these diseases orj^B
refunded. Xi
Why take the risk of ill healtb^B
sure remedy is so easily procur^B
Starts With the Sweets.
When a Chinaman dines, he starts everywhere, in liquid or
x
with the dessert and ends up with rice. 25 cents per bottle or box.
To Kick.

The use of the word "kick” in fee
sense of protesting or complaining has
fee authority of *fee Bible. In I Samuel
11, 29, Jehovah is made to sdy, "Where
fore kick ye at my sacrifice and , at
mine offering, which I have command
ed in mine habitation?”

the daughter of the chief of the A concert was given by the DON’T
FORGET
clan dressed in festival robes acted Shaw singers at the Columbia
Tourist, the
as the other. As the happy couple Hpuse, July 30. There was a good
| PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY DURING
Wedding Bells at St- Ann’s by-the
attendance
and
it
was
very
much
“
GIFT
SHOP”
presented
themselves
before
the
THE SUMMER SEASON.
Sea.
minister on the green, an Indian enjoyed.
When you are looking for
Advertising rates upon applica Point Arunndell boasts for the maiden of high degree came forth,
The Hampden quartette will
tion.
first time in its present history a bearing two beautiful fox skins sing plantation melodies at Arun Whist Prizes, Gifts, Sou
venirs, &c.
genuine fashionable wedding at which she placed beneath the fee;; del! casino, Sunday evening, Au
ANNIE J. CREDIFORD,
The
Famous
“Ellwell Photo
of
the
lovers.
These
furs
were
high
noon
Wednesday.
gust 4, at 8 o’clock. ( All are in-' graphs” can only be
Publisher.
obtained here.
Miss Franqes Sparks, daughter of afterward presented to Mr. Evelith vi ted.
Kennebunk,
Maine. Thomas W. Sparks of Philadelphia, as fee for his services.
Awarded the Grand Prize at
The Quartette of thè Snow Hill Paris Exposition.
was united in the holy bonds of Perhaps the feast which followed Institute will give an entertain
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2, 1901.
Thè New Souvenir Book
matrimony to Mr. R. H. Hood, a may be regarded as the first lawn ment consisting of plantation songs
TO THE PUBLIC.
distinguished traveller. The bride party ever made mention of in the and recitations iij negro dialect, on “ROPES-ENDS,”
The publisher wishes to extend was* beautifully arrayed in a white history of this section, and one may Thursday, August'15th.
—BY
ANNIE PEABODY BRO9KS
her sincere! thanks to all who have siik muslin gown and picture hat. well believe that this was a wed
The mother was very noticeable in ding breakfast of no small account, Prof. N. O. Bruce gave an ad Containing 240 Printed pages and
so kindly and generously assisted a rich black lace over white satin
when we are told that the supply dress on “Education in the South” 50 full page illustrations beside
in bringing thi$ paper so quickly and carried a large bouquet of of wine, if so it wks, was only suffi at Arunndell casinò, Sunday even over 50 marginal sketches.
and successfully before the public. /violet sweet peas. Little Jean cient for a sip for the minister and ing, July 28, for the benefit of the
—note—
The advertisers deserve a special Hinsdale served as maid of honor. a few of the Indian dignitaries girls at Shaw University,
The Publishers promised usthe
She was clad in white with a coro there gathered, while the1 tea
The annual reading at the Casino book on July 10th but owing to
mention.
nation wreath of sweet peas. The served to the guests was brewed by George Riddle of Cambridge, their not keeping up to their agree
> The “Seaside Echo,” a six column bride was given away by her father. from that particular variety of the Mass., took place,Thursday night ment we have been obliged to dis, folio, published bjr ■ Mrs. A. J. Credi- The ceremony was perforihed by golden-rod so much valued for this of this week. It was much en- appoiiit the public but we can safe
ly promise it for July. 30th. It is
jord, a former employe of this office,
jpyed, and there was a la.ge attend Well worth waiting for. Don’t fail
made its initial appearance last Friday. the Rev. H. J. Graham of Roches purpose in those early days.
It presents a neat typograhi’c^i appear- ter, n. y;
to see it. Said to be (by the pub
Tradition telis us that just as ance.
. ance, and well it might, as it is printed
lishers) the finest souvenir booji
A
reception
and
wedding
break

the
company
were
about
to
sep

in the Sanford Tribune office^ which is
The friends of the Rev. JJ^r. ever printed.
one of the best equipped prin ting offices fast was held in the morning to arate, well delighted with the pro Graham will be glad to learn that
in the State of Maine.—The J^ocalNews. the few invited guests at the .cot ceedings of the day, an eagle was
Pythian Block, Kennebunk,
L. C. BEST,
he expects to be in charge of St.Thanks Brother MdHdden for, tage of Dr. Hinsdale, uncle of the observed to rise, suddenly from the Ann’s-by-the-Sea during the sum Kennebunkport,
1 Maine.
the notice. We fully Appreciate bride. The floral display was nearby forrest and then slowly de mer. He is occupying the Paine
all you say about tfi^ Tribune rather out oj the usual order, 15000 scend; just before he fell dead a cottage on the shores of the river.
R. N. Phillips,
office and we are gla^t necessity sweet peas of various hues being weasel—that blood thirsty little
CUSTOM TAILORS
Miss
Lizzie
Cleaves,
who
is
well
'Ladies
’ & Gents’ Fine Tailoring;
compelled us to go tly6re, but we called into services
quadruped—sprang from beneath knpwp in musical circles, is now
Of New York
Altering, Cleansing" Pressing and
certainly are going tfo take some The full story of this momentous his wings much pleased with his
Located for the summer over G. B.
fairly
established
in
her
new
busicredit for the appearance of the affair, savors of the romantic. Mr. latesVvictory.
Repairing.
Carll’s Shoe store, Arundel Square,
• paper as the adv. /type belong to Hood, while on a four years tourjof The eagle had swooped upon his hess undertaking, the' charge of Orders Called < for and Delivered. Kennebunkport, Maine.
the
Bickford
House
at
the
Bluff.
Pressing and Cleansing. Ladies’
us, and we did ^L1 but the press the world, accidently met this intended victim once too often, If
Dock Square; Kennebunkport.
and Gent’s Tailoring.
work.
M
beautiful girl jn Cairo,' Egyptr. -this, concluding act of the story Everything seems to indicate a
where she was sojourning with verily was a fact did it not seem successful season, and she may
GILMAN THE JEWELER, WELLS & JACKSON,
her parents. From the moment of symbolical for the importance well be congratulated on' her busi
■ NEW ¡PUBLICATIONS.
, Kennebunkport, Maine,
their meeting it was a case of mu which the theivish eagle was one ness push and enterprise.
Kernneburikport, Maine,.
Services a$ St. Ann’s Episcopal
Plumbers and Tinsmiths.
Mrs. Annie J. Crediford ofx^enne- tual affection, and Mr. Hood will day to bear witness of in this most
church are as follows : Morning WATCHES, CLOCKS & . JEWELRY.
bunk
of the ingly forsook his wanderings to glorious nation.
Dealers in
fieasiggrEcno last Friday. The Echo is de- follow in her footsteps.
prayer, 11 a. m.; evening prayer,
Stoves, Tinware and KitchenWare,
>Vated to the : interests of Kennebunk
3 p. m.; celebration of the holy
Repairing a specialty.
Not only the summer colony,
jT beach, Kennebunkport and Cape Porpoise
Lead and Iron Pipe, i
Mrs. Edgar Wormwood is quite communion, 7.30 a. m., also the
during the summer monthé and its initial but the natives of this vicinity
sick.
first
Sunday
in
the
month.
Choir

look
upon
this
event
with
great
number bespeaks a confidence in .the
W. R. Wheelwright
publisher placed by advertisers sufficient satisfaction, and.the only change
There are nightly hops at the rehearsal at 4.30 p. m. Saturday.
to put the bright little sheet on a paying the writer would have,suggested, Casino and hotels.
Kennebunkport, Maine.
The same inquiries have been
basis from the start. Mrs. Crediford. has
displayed • wonderful grit in the matter is that the floral display might
DEALER ÌN
There will be a dance at the putto the publisher, and she wish Carriages Light and Heavy Built to
es to state that the paper is in no Order. Repairing a Specialty. Job
of issuing her paper. She collects, have been the beautiful golden-rod Glen House Saturday night.
Harnesses,
Whips, Collars, Halt
news,
gets the type, tostributès used by the bride at that famous
way connected with any other
the papers and collects the bills. The wedding so long ago on this identi
Public dancing every Wednes paper, or person. The press work, Work of all kinds. Trunk Repairing. ers, etc.
Echo is 'filled with interesting reading cal spot.
day night at the ParkerfcHouse,
£9“Repairing neatly donb.
as before stated, is done at the
matter, and has attained a good , circular
The couple leave today for Japan
Captain Kohn of last year’s ball Tribune office, Sanford. The paper
tippj.0 the very^tart.
F. B. PERKINS,
The above appeared in today’s and may the Lord speed them is team, leaves tomorrow for St Louis. will be devoted to the interests of
the
sincere
wish
of
the
whole
all
the
beaches.
Dealer
in Best 'Quality COAL for
The
slot
machine
affords
great
SanfordJTribune and we will try
Ice Cream,
amusement for the guests of the A sale was held at the Cliff
Family Use,
and merit the good opinion of thè community.
Glen House.
At Lowest Cash Prices.
House Wednesday by Mrs. Criss
public at large.
Fate seems to ordain that all the Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bo,wker of Wise of 96 Fifth Ave., New York.
left with Wm. Fairfield.
Cold Soda Orders
great, events which falls to the Lowell, Mass., are
Kennebunk, will receive prompt
BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
staying at the All kinds of work, the most beauti
Attention.
shore of this section, shall have a Jeffrey Homestead.
ful ever seen here was on exhibi
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Wharf at Kennebunkport,
phase of romance.
tion
in
the
parlors
during
the
day
• in Effect june 24, 1901.
As we proudly record for future A shore ride was given by Mr.
Prices ranged from 50c to over
TRAINS- LEAVE KENNEBtTNK
use the particulars of this most O. Cowan and Miss Cowan of the
$100. People evidently appreciat
Glen
House.
For Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, pleasing occurrence, as yet claimed
LUNCHES.
® Haverhill, Exeter, North Ber- by modern Point Arunndell, our
Frederick O. Reed and wife of ed the chance to buy these rare
s wick, Somersworth and Dover at tnopghts are carried backward to South Boston, Mass., are the guests and beautiful goods as they found
Boots, Shoe's and Rubber Goods.
a ready sale.
E 7.50, and 9.41 a. m.; and 1.23; 4.24' that other great wedding consu- of Mr. and Mrs. A T Chisholm.
f and 6.44 pi m.
The
recent
arrivals
at
the
Glen
Mr. Vick Beaudry of Montreal,
UFor Dover and Way Stations, 6.16 mation within a few feet of the one
J. SHUFFLEBURC, Kennebunkport; Arundel Square
p. m.
of today, in September, 1728, 173\ Canada, arrived at the Glen House House are :
^»-Proprietor of—
The train at 9.41 a. m. and 1.23 p. years ago. Who would be averse Thursday night to visit his mother. R H Wood, Hamilton- J. Orr,
q m. will make connection With to hearing the particulars of so im
Miss H. M. Carter, New York
G. D. HEALEY,
CENTRAL
FISH MARKET,,
Dances are given every Saturday
•J| the Eastern division at North
portant an affair of bygone jd^tys. evening at the Casino, Kennebunk Mrs. Charles Harr, Montreal
Kennebunkport,
?.
Maine.
¡1 Berwick.
S R Murr, W R Ricketts, WilÙs
For Old Orchard and Portland, at As soon as that truly remarkable port, for the children, from 7,45 to
Market on the Drawbriege,
Barrré
/’ 7.15, 914.11.00,11.17 a. m.; and treaty of 1825 was concluded by 8.45.
Near the
1,30, 4.02, 7.00 and 8.41 p. m.
S A Goodline, A O Roberts.
the Lent Governor of Massachu
,Fpr..Ken-n ebuuk port, at 7.00, 815,
There is dancing (for the guests Salem.
MACHINE
WORK, KENNEBUNKPORT - - DEPOT.
9.00, 9.45, 11.20 a. m.; and 1.25,, setts, this vicinity at once put on a only) at the Parker House every ■ Florence and Lillian Moulton LIGHT
MODEL
MAKING
different
cast.
4.62,4.42/ 7.02 and 8.42 p. m.
Pest Work. Lowest Prices.
—AND—
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